Atomic force microscopy (AFM) can be used to measure surface properties at the nanoscale.
INTRODUCTION
Atomic force microscopy (AFM) has been widely used to measure the nanoscale topography and surface properties of materials in different environments, including in liquid. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] The ability of AFM to probe surfaces in liquid is particularly important to studies of corrosion, lubrication, electrochemistry and biomaterials. 12 Amplitude modulation AFM (AM-AFM), a dynamic AFM mode that uses tip oscillation amplitude as the feedback, has been shown to reach atomic resolution in a liquid environment. 7, [13] [14] [15] [16] However, a challenge is that the imaging mechanisms, i.e., how the imaging contrast is ultimately determined by the atomic scale interactions between the tip apex and the surface, are not well understood, limiting improvements in the reproducibility of imaging and the interpretation of results. 13, [17] [18] Compared to measurements in air or vacuum, the solid/liquid interfacial structure in a liquid environment can introduce additional complexity for AM-AFM.
For example, water is known to form hydration layers due to interactions with adjacent surfaces. 19 These layers resulted in oscillatory forces in previous AFM measurements of surfaces in water. 8, 11, [14] [15] [16] [20] [21] Oscillatory force profiles have also been found in molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of solid/liquid interfaces, and these simulations provided atomic-level information about the hydration structure. [22] [23] [24] [25] Some studies suggested that atomic scale contrast originates from water molecules bound to the surface functional groups. 26 However, to the best of our knowledge, there has been no direct correlation between hydration structure, interaction forces and the measured amplitude in AM-AFM. Further, it is not clear how functional groups on the surface influence the hydration structure and tip-surface interactions. [27] [28] In this work, we performed amplitude-distance spectroscopy and MD simulations of AM-AFM of two different self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) in water, where the hydrophilicity or hydrophobicity of the SAMs was determined by the terminal group of the alkanethiols. The hydration structures near both surfaces were analyzed using the simulations. Then, the amplitude of tip oscillation as a function of distance from the SAMs was obtained from both simulations and experiments. The two SAMs had similar molecular lengths as well as surface packing, so differences in the force spectroscopy data could be attributed to interactions between the tip and the terminal groups. Based on the atomic-scale information from the simulations, the relationship between the amplitude and distance was analyzed in terms of the interaction force between the tip and the water, as well as between the tip and the SAMs, and trends were associated with the hydration structure near the SAM-water interface. The results may enable better understanding of AM-AFM measurements of interfacial phenomena on various surfaces in water. [34] [35] [36] The distance in the z direction between the gold surface and the sulfur head group of each alkanethiol was held constant at 0.238 nm. 34, 37 We used the united atom model for the CH2 and CH3 groups in the 1-dodecanethiol (C12) and 11-mercapto-1-undecanol (C11OH) SAMs, so the hydrogen atoms were treated implicitly with their masses lumped into the corresponding carbon atoms. This method is computationally efficient and provides enough accuracy for quantitative analysis based on previous results for the Au-SAM system. 34, 36, [38] [39] In the united atom model, the intramolecular interactions within the molecule were . The interactions within the tip and the gold substrate were described by the adaptive intermolecular reactive empirical bond order (AIREBO) potential 41 and the embedded atom method (EAM), 42 respectively.
METHODS

Monolayer
The water model used in this study was the extended Simple Point Charge potential SPC/E, 43 which is known to reproduce the structure and dynamics of bulk water. 44 The Morse potential was used to describe the interactions between the S and Au atoms. [45] [46] All other long-range interactions were modeled using the Lennard-Jones potential with parameters from [ 39 ] and the Lorentz-Berthelot mixing rules. 47 All simulations were run using large-scale atomic/molecular massively parallel simulator (LAMMPS) 48 software with a time step of 0.25 fs.
To validate the model and interaction potentials, we first simulated just the SAMs on a flat Au (111) surface and calculated the tilt angle of the molecules. The system was relaxed at 300 K for 10 ns in the NVT ensemble (constant number, volume and temperature). An average tilt angle of (27.1 ± 2.5)° and (27.0 ± 4.1)° was observed for C12 and C11OH SAMs, respectively. This agrees with the tilt angle of (30 ± 10)° measured from pervious experiments and simulations. 34, [49] [50] [51] We used an MD approach developed previously to simulate AM-AFM. [52] [53] The tip was connected to a virtual atom through a harmonic spring with stiffness 40 N/m in the z direction. The top 0.4 nm of the tip was treated as rigid body and the bottom 0.1 nm of the Au substrate was fixed.
Periodic boundary conditions were applied in the x and y directions. The system was first relaxed at 300 K in the NVT ensemble for 50 ps. The temperature was controlled by applying a Nosé-Hoover thermostat to all non-constrained atoms. Then equilibration was performed at 300 K and 100 kPa in the NPT (constant number, pressure and temperature) ensemble for 50 ps. Finally, a 50-ps NVT simulation at 300 K was performed. During this last stage of equilibration, the number densities of oxygen atoms in the water and the carbon or oxygen atoms in the SAMs in bins perpendicular to the surface were averaged. Then the virtual atom was oscillated with an amplitude of 0.1 nm and a frequency of 91 GHz. Previous research has shown that the amplitude of tip oscillation varies with frequency, first increasing, reaching a maximum value and then decreasing with increasing frequency. 5 This trend was observed in the simulations here and used to select a frequency of 91 GHz to maximize the amplitude. The large frequency of the excitation signal was necessitated by the timescale limitations of MD simulations. 53 The quality factor Q, which is the ratio of the free amplitude of tip oscillation to the driving amplitude of virtual atom, was estimated to be 1.3. This low quality factor can be attributed to the contribution of the surrounding fluid to the overall damping 54 and is on the same order of magnitude of previous AM-AFM experiments in aqueous solution. 55 The ensemble of tip and virtual atom was placed above the SAM surface at different vertical positions to obtain the relationship between the oscillation amplitude of the tip and its vertical position. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
To investigate the interactions between the SAM surface and water, we calculated the number density profiles of the water and SAMs, as shown in Figures 2(a) and (b) , for the hydrophobic C12 SAM and hydrophilic C11OH SAM surfaces, respectively. The vertical position z is defined as the center of mass of the volume of atoms used for calculating number density, where z=0 is the top of the SAMs. The density was normalized by the maximum value for the water and the SAMs separately. It can be seen that, near the SAM surface, the water density oscillates along the vertical direction, which indicates layering of the water near the surface for both C12 and C11OH SAMs.
The distance between the peaks of the water density profile, identified by arrows in Figures 2(a) and (b), is ~0.3 nm for both surfaces, which corresponds to approximately the diameter of one water molecule. The formation of this hydration structure and the distance between hydration layers are consistent with the water structure at other interfaces studied using experiments and simulations. 27, 56 In addition, as shown in the dashed boxes in Figures 2(a) and (b), there is a larger overlap between the density profile of water and the C11OH surface than the density profile of water and the C12 surface. This is consistent with the snapshots from simulations shown as insets in Figures 2(a) and (b) where the water is closer to the C11OH surface than to the C12 surface.
This observation is in agreement with previous experimental and simulation studies, 27, 57 and can be attributed to attractive electrostatic interactions between the hydroxyl groups and water. SAM. The insets show snapshots of the water-SAM interface after equilibration.
Understanding how the hydration structures resulting from different surface chemistries impact oscillation amplitude is important since amplitude, the feedback signal for AM-AFM, is one of key factors that determine atomic scale contrast. We characterized the amplitude as a function of distance from the SAM surfaces in both experiments and simulations. Figure 3 shows the amplitude as a function of the vertical position of the cantilever in experiments and the virtual atom in simulations. It can be seen that, in both experiments and simulation, when the tip was far away from the SAM surface (z > 2 nm), the amplitude plateaued to a value corresponding to the free oscillation amplitude, where the tip dynamic response was only determined by the excitation signal. The free amplitude was A0 ≈ 1 nm in experiments and A0 = 0.13 nm in simulations. As the tip approached the SAM surface, the amplitude of oscillation decreased due to the interactions between the tip and SAM surface. Eventually, the tip was in contact with the SAM surface and the amplitude decreased to zero. This trend of amplitude as a function of cantilever vertical position is consistent with previous studies of AM-AFM in air. 58 A peak in the amplitude-distance curve is observed between the free oscillation regime and the hard contact regime for C12 in both experimental and simulated amplitude profiles (Figures 3(a) and 3(c)). However, C11OH does not exhibit such features (Figures 3(b) and (d) ). Comparing the results from experiments and simulations in Figure 3 , differences in magnitude can be observed and are likely attributable to discrepancies in oscillation frequency, amplitude, spring stiffness, and tip material. Another complication is that the force spectra may be also influenced by the nanoscale structure of the tip apex in the experiment, which is largely unknown. Therefore, in each of the force spectroscopy experiments, we performed measurements of the two surfaces in various sequences, with the same tip used for measurements within each sequence: C12 -C11OH, C11OH
-C12, C12 -C11OH -C12, and C11OH -C12 -C11OH (Supporting Information). Comparing the results from different sequences (different tips), variability in the magnitude as well as the position of the peak was observed. However, regardless of the sequence of the measurements or the tip used, the experimental force spectra of C12 SAM consistently exhibited a peak between the free oscillation regime and hard contact regime, while C11OH did not.
It should be noted that nanobubbles may form on hydrophobic SAMs like C12, complicating the interpretation of the amplitude vs distance curves. [59] [60] Nanobubbles were not observed under the imaging and force spectroscopy conditions used in this study. However, a small number of nanobubbles were observed in measurements taken with a softer cantilever (0.35 N/m) as shown in Figure S7 . Consistent with previous studies, the heights of these bubbles ranged from a few to ten nanometers. However, the presence of nanobubbles cannot explain the major features observed here. In particular, the long-range attractive interactions caused by the presence of a nanobubble should lead to peaks even when the tip is a few to tens of nanometers away from the surface. Such features were not observed in most amplitude vs. distance curves. Moreover, nanobubbles are known to occupy only a fraction of the surface [59] [60] and hence cannot account for the consistent appearance of peaks in the amplitude-distance curves on the C12 SAM. Therefore, the spectra reflect the short-range interaction between the SAMs and the tip apex in water and we conclude that the different surface functional groups (methyl vs. hydroxyl) are responsible for the difference in the amplitude vs distance curves. To understand the differences between the force spectra of the two surfaces, we isolated the contributions to the force that the tip experienced. The model tip was placed at different vertical positions and the system was relaxed for 250 ps to calculate the z-component of the forces acting on the tip. The average values of the total force, force due only to interactions with water and force due only to interactions with the tip were calculated.
As shown in Figure 4 (a), the total force that the tip experienced differed for the two SAM surfaces.
Specifically, the tip experienced a large net attractive (negative) force close to the C12 SAMs, which was not observed for the C11OH SAMs. This difference can be understood by analyzing the individual contributions of the water and the SAMs. As shown in Figure 4 (b), on both surfaces, the SAMs did not contribute to the total force when the bottom of the tip was at least 0.6 nm away from the SAM surface. As the tip approached the SAM surface, the tip started to experience an attractive force from the SAM, followed by a repulsive force when the tip continued to move downwards. The maximum adhesive force (largest negative force) appeared when the tip was closer to the C11OH surface than the C12 surface. This can be attributed to the fact that the first hydration layer was closer to the C11OH surface than the C12 surface ( Figure 2 ). In addition, from Figure 4 (c), it can be seen that, as the tip approached the C11OH surface, the tip experienced a large repulsive force from the water molecules, which is consistent with previous studies on hydrophilic surfaces. [22] [23] However, this repulsion was small when the tip approached the C12 surface. Thus, there was an attractive force from the SAMs on both surfaces, but this was counterbalanced by a repulsive force from the water on the hydrophilic SAMs such that there was no net attractive force on the tip in this case.
The force results may explain the differences in tip amplitude for the two surfaces shown in Figure   3 . A discontinuity in the amplitude curve has been attributed to a transition between attractive and repulsive force regimes. 61 It has been suggested that this discontinuity is more likely to happen for stiff materials and small free-oscillation amplitudes. 61 From Figures 3(c) and 4(a), it can be seen that the amplitude spike for the C12 surface occurred when the tip started to experience an attractive force. Thus, the attractive force the tip experienced near the C12 surface resulted in a distinct feature in the amplitude curve. This feature did not appear on the C11OH surface because the tip did not experience a net attractive force, so there was no transition from the attractive to the repulsive regime. information about the water-SAM interface system to interpret the relationship between the structure of the hydration layer, the force that the tip experiences during a measurement, and amplitude of tip oscillation. Different surface chemistries were observed to produce substantially different short-range tip-surface interactions and amplitude distance curves. These results raise intriguing questions regarding the impact of such subnanometer scale tip-surface interactions on the subnanometer scale imaging contrast of surfaces in aqueous environments. [62] [63] Future studies that systematically explore the relationship between amplitude, phase, and surface functionality on nanopatterned surfaces may lead to a more comprehensive understanding of how surface chemistry changes the water structure and tip-sample interaction forces, and set the stage for in situ subnanometer resolution imaging of a variety of functionalized surfaces. 
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